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Abstract—Multi-topology routing is an increasingly popular IP
network management concept that allows transport of different
trafﬁc types over disjoint network paths. The concept is of
particular interest for implementation of IP fast reroute (IP
FRR). First, it can support guaranteed, instantaneous recovery
from any link or node failure. Second, different failures result in
routing over different network topologies, which augments the
parameter space for load distribution optimizations. Multiple
Routing Conﬁgurations (MRC) is the state-of-the-art IP FRR
scheme based on multi-topology routing today.
In this paper we present a new, enhanced IP FRR scheme
which we call “relaxed MRC” (rMRC). rMRC simpliﬁes the
topology construction and increases the routing ﬂexibility in
each topology. According to our experimental evaluation, rMRC
has several beneﬁts compared to MRC. The number of backup
topologies required to provide protection against the same set
of failures is reduced, hence reducing state in routers. In
addition, the backup paths are shorter, and the link utilization
is signiﬁcantly better.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When there is a connectivity failure or a topological change
in a network, traditional intra-domain routing protocols like
OSPF or IS-IS respond by triggering a network-wide reconvergence. Information about the failure is broadcast in the
network, and all routers in the domain independently calculate
a new valid routing table upon receiving the notiﬁcation. This
is a time-consuming process that typically involves a period
of instability and invalid routing in the network [1], [2]. The
time-scale of this re-convergence process has recently been
improved to sub-second intervals [3]. However, this is still
not acceptable for emerging time-critical Internet applications
with stringent demands on network availability.
A number of mechanisms for faster failure handling have
been proposed for both MPLS [4] and connectionless IP
networks [5]–[9]. These mechanisms prepare alternative routes
in advance, which are immediately ready for use by the
node that detects the failure. Such mechanisms have two
very attractive properties. First, they respond quickly to a
failure and prevent packet loss by allowing packet forwarding
to continue on alternate routes while the routing protocol
converges on the new topology. Second, they allow routers
to delay the sending of a failure notiﬁcation for a period of

time while relying on the available repair path. This way,
short-lived failures can be handled without triggering a global
re-convergence. A large percentage of experienced network
failures are short-lived [10], and handling such failures locally
can improve network stability.
Multi-topology (MT) routing is a powerful trafﬁc engineering and network management concept based on introducing
multiple logical topologies in the network. Each logical topology is used to route a special class of the network trafﬁc,
identiﬁable from the packet header. For example, multicast or
high-priority DiffServ trafﬁc could be routed separately from
the remaining trafﬁc. The IP community has recently shown a
strong interest in this concept, and the standardization process
is expected to be completed soon [11], [12].
Multi-topology routing is well suited for implementation of
fast local recovery in connectionless IP networks [5]. Multiple
Routing Conﬁgurations (MRC, [9]) represents the state-of-theart fast reroute scheme based on MT routing. In MRC, trafﬁc
headed to a failed network component is tagged and forwarded
by the detecting node on an alternative logical topology that
does not use the failed component for routing. These “backup”
topologies are created using a set of rules that, in biconnected
networks, guarantee that there is such a logical topology for
each failure and each network destination. Thereby, MRC
guarantees recovery from any single link or node failure.
Multi-topology routing allows independent setting of link
weights in the logical topologies. For a fault tolerance scheme
based on MT routing like MRC, this means all links can have
distinct weights before and during the IP FRR phase. A careful
tuning of these weights can improve the load distribution in the
network [13]. In MRC, link-failure protection requires every
link to be excluded from routing in one backup topology.
Such links are said to be “isolated”, and their weight is set
to inﬁnity. A typical logical topology has many isolated links,
which constrains the routing of the affected trafﬁc.
In this paper we propose an improved fast reroute scheme
based on multi-topology routing. We call the scheme “relaxed
MRC” (rMRC). rMRC does not require that all links are
isolated, and hence it is simpler and arguably easier to deploy

and manage. In addition, fewer isolated links in a topology
result in less constrained routing. We analyze key performance
metrics of the new scheme and show a notable improvement
compared to the state-of-the-art.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide
additional background and related work in network load optimizations and IP FRR. In Sec. III we present our relaxed
recovery scheme. We provide a qualitative comparison with
MRC in Sec. IV. Our evaluation method is described in Sec. V
and evaluation results in Sec. VI. We conclude the article in
Sec. VII.
II. BACKGROUND
IP fast reroute should provide full protection against all
single link and node failures in the network. The IETF IP
FRR framework [5] distinguishes between different recovery
schemes for use in IP networks. The simplest scheme is fast
failure protection using Loop-Free Alternates (LFA, [6]). In
case of failure, LFA redirects trafﬁc to neighboring nodes
which have a path to the destination that does not include
the failed component. The simplest case is when there are
one or more equal cost alternative paths from the detecting
node to the destination (Equal-Cost Multi-Path forwarding,
ECMP). ECMP can be used both for load balancing and failure
recovery.
Use of LFA alone does not guarantee 100% failure recovery
[14]. Therefore, an additional scheme such as Not-Via [7], FIR
[8], or MRC [9] needs to be deployed to complement LFA.
An important challenge for fast reroute schemes is to
minimize the adverse consequences a recovery operation will
have on the backup paths and trafﬁc distribution [15]. Network
operators often carefully conﬁgure their networks to avoid
overloaded links. The shifting of trafﬁc to alternate links after
a failure can lead to congestion and packet loss in parts of
the network [16]. This can be the case both while the fastreroute is active and, in case of permanent failure, after the
re-convergence process. Appropriate link weight settings can
mitigate the packet loss in all phases.
The ﬁrst trafﬁc engineering mechanisms for connectionless
IP networks were based on ﬁnding a set of link weights that
distributes the load on the available links in the network given
some estimate of the trafﬁc demands [17], [18]. Later, more
robust methods have been developed that also take into account
variations in the trafﬁc demands [19] or link failures [20], [21].
In MT-based recovery schemes, load can be distributed during
the recovery phase as well [13].
III. R ELAXED MRC
MRC as presented in [9] and [13] creates a set of backup
topologies so that each link and node in the network are
isolated in one of them. Relaxed MRC, “rMRC”, relaxes
the requirement that each link must be isolated in a backup
topology.
The reason MRC requires isolated links is in its method to
solve what is called “the last hop problem” [16]. Normally,

both link and node failures are protected by routing trafﬁc
around the next hop node. However, when the link used to
reach the destination fails, only the next hop link should be
avoided and not the entire node. MRC requires each link to be
isolated in one of the backup topologies. In the last hop case,
MRC uses the backup topology where the link is isolated and
not the destination node.
The relaxed version (rMRC) does not explicitly isolate all
links to solve the last hop problem, but instead uses an adjusted
forwarding procedure (presented in Sec. III-C).
A. Deﬁnitions
In the network topology graph G = (V, E) let w(u, v)
be the weight of the unidirectional link (edge) e = uv. Let
wmax be the maximal normal link weight in the network, i.e.
1 ≤ w(e) ≤ wmax , ∀e ∈ E. Let wr = |E|wmax be the
restricted link weight. The purpose of restricted links is to
inﬂuence where shortest paths are laid in backup topologies—
any acyclic path consisting of edges e : w(e) ≤ wr in the
network will be shorter than a single restricted link.
The rMRC network topology Ti comprises the graph G and
a weight function wi : E → {1, 2, . . . , wmax , wr }. rMRC
distinguishes between the default topology T0 and backup
topologies Ti , i > 0. In T0 no links are restricted, i.e.,
w0 (e) ≤ wmax , ∀e ∈ E.
We deﬁne an isolated node v ∈ V in topology Ti as a node
whose adjacent links all have weight of at least wr .
Isolated nodes must be placed in backup topologies so that
the following invariant holds:
Invariant 1: All nodes must be connected by a path of nonisolated nodes only.
This ensures that all nodes can reach each other in all
backup topologies without transiting an isolated node.
In rMRC, links between two isolated nodes will be given
the weight of inﬁnity. This is because these nodes must never
transit any trafﬁc. Fig. 1a and b gives an example on a typical
backup topology for MRC (a) and rMRC (b) where nodes
3, 4 and 5 are isolated. The example illustrates that rMRC
(b) requires less isolated links (fat links) than MRC (b). This
leaves more available links for routing during failures. Sec.
III-C will explain why rMRC requires less isolated links.
B. Basic Backup Topology Construction
Backup topologies may be constructed using different methods. We present a simple heuristic algorithm that attempts to
isolate approximately equally many nodes in the given number
of backup topologies.
The algorithm initially creates backup topologies as clones
of the default topology (G, w0 ), without any isolated nodes.
In this algorithm, node queue Qn is created as an arbitrary
sequence (line 5).
The algorithm tries to isolate nodes as they are pulled out
of the node queue in round-robin fashion (line 8). Function
connected(Ti , u) tests if node u can be isolated in topology Ti without violating invariant 1 (Sec. III-A). If node 1

was the next node to be tested in Fig. 1b, the test would
return false. This is because node 4 would then not have a
path of non-isolated nodes to all other nodes. If node 0 was
the next node, the test would return true. In that case, the
link weights are altered for the adjacent links of u (lines 1216). If a neighbor of u was already isolated, the link between
them will get weight ∞ (line 14). Else, the link will get the
weight wr (line 16). If connected(Ti , u) returns false, all
other backup topologies are tried in sequence (line 19).
In some cases the desired number of backup topologies is
too low for the input graph G, and the algorithm will have to
abort and exit without success (line 22).

a)

C. Forwarding
b)

c)
Fig. 1. Fault-tolerant multi-topology routing, sample backup conﬁguration
in MRC (a) and relaxed MRC (b, c). Nodes 3, 4 and 5 are isolated. Link 3-4,
3-6, 3-7, 4-5 and 5-9 are isolated and do not carry any trafﬁc in MRC (a). In
(b), only links 3-4 and 4-5 are isolated. The rMRC backup topology where
node 6 is isolated is shown in (c).

Algorithm 1: Basic rMRC backup topology generator.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Input: Desired number of backup topologies n, graph G
Output: Backup topologies T1 , . . . , Tn , if successful
for i ∈ {1 . . . n} do
Ti ← (G, w0 ) // Backup topology i
Si ← ∅ // Isolated nodes in Ti
end
Qn ← V (G) // Node queue
i←1
while Qn = ∅ do
u ← first (Qn )
j←i
repeat
if connected(Tj , u)) then
forall (u, v) ∈ E(G) do
if wj (u, v) = wr then
wj (u, v) ← ∞
else

15
16

wj (u, v) ← wr

17

else

18
19

j ← (j mod n) + 1

until u ∈ Sj or i = j
// If i = j, all backup topologies tried
if u ∈
/ Si then
Abort execution

20
21
22
23
24

Sj ← Sj ∪ {u}

end

i ← (i mod n) + 1

In multi-topology routing, all packets have to be identiﬁed
with the topology they are routed in. The topology ID has to
be encoded in the packet header. All nodes have to maintain
routing information for all topologies to be able to forward
data in any of them. This basic forwarding is done in steps 1
and 2 in the procedure in Fig. 2.
Failure-detecting nodes have a special role. They have
to change the topology the packet is routed in from the
default (normal) topology to the appropriate backup topology.
Topology change can occur only once; if the packet is already
tagged by a backup topology, step 3 drops the packet. If the
failure is detected toward an intermediate node (not last hop)
in the forwarding path, the appropriate backup topology is
the one that has the failed node isolated. Then, regardless of
whether there is a link or node failure that has been detected
the packet will be rerouted around the failure to the destination.
If the failure is detected on the last hop in the forwarding
path, the same last hop will always be returned in step 4, and
step 5 will be evaluated to “Yes” for rMRC (left). For MRC
(right), this step will be evaluated to “Yes” only when the
link between the nodes is isolated in the same topology as the
detecting node. We illustrate how the rMRC last hop handling
works using Fig. 1. Assume node 6 detects a failure toward
the last hop node 3. rMRC topology where node 3 is isolated
is shown in Fig. 1b. Here, path 6-3 has still the lowest cost but
must not be selected since link 6-3 may have failed. Instead,
rMRC uses the topology where the detecting node 6 is isolated
(Fig. 1c). In this backup topology, any neighbor of node 6 may
be used to reach the destination. It is however favorable to precalculate which neighbor is closest to the destination and store
this information in a data structure we call last-hop recovery
table (used in step 6 in Fig. 2). In our example in Fig. 1c,
node 7 is closest to the destination and the path will be 6-7-3.
Since node 6 itself is isolated in this topology, packets will
not loop back to the failed link 6-3.
IV. Q UALITATIVE C OMPARISON
The core beneﬁt of rMRC compared to MRC is that rMRC
does not require all links to be isolated. MRC requires isolated
links for solving the last hop problem. A node in rMRC does
this by forcing packets to be sent to another neighbor than
the normal next hop. Therefore, topologies with isolated nodes
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Fig. 2. rMRC and MRC forwarding. It illustrates the difference in how they
solve last hop failures (steps 5-6).

only sufﬁce. As a result, more links can be used for forwarding
and the ﬂexibility on how to route trafﬁc is improved.
A. Forwarding Procedure
MRC solves the last hop problem by special assignment
of isolated links and nodes and an additional lookup in the
forwarding procedure (step 6 in Fig. 2). For example, in
Fig. 1a, node 6 will use the topology where node 3 and link
6-3 are isolated. In this topology, the path to node 3 will be
6-0-1-3.
The third route lookup in MRC is substituted by a table
lookup in rMRC, which is a negligible difference performancewise.
B. Algorithm Complexity
The complexity of the presented rMRC algorithm is, similarly to MRC, determined by the loops and the complexity
of the connectivity testing. An algorithm that tests whether a
network is connected is bound to worst case O(|V | + |E|).
The number of runs of the inner loop in Alg. 1 is bound by
the maximum node degree Δ. In worst case, we must run
through all n conﬁgurations to ﬁnd a conﬁguration where a
node can be isolated. The worst case running time for the
complete algorithm is then bound by O(nΔ|V ||E|).
While the worst-case running time of the relaxed algorithm
is unchanged, the algorithm itself appears somewhat easier to
understand and implement.
C. Effect of Isolated Links Elimination
Our key expectation is that the different ways to isolate a
node will result in rMRC yielding shorter backup path lengths
than MRC. When a node detecting a failure routes a packet
according to the backup topology where the failed component

is isolated, the packet follows that topology all the way to the
egress node of the network. A basic property of both methods
is that a topology isolates more than one node. However, no
trafﬁc is routed through an isolated node, only from or to an
isolated node as ingress or egress of the network, respectively.
So, in the case where the egress node for the trafﬁc is isolated
in the same topology as the component that has failed, trafﬁc
will be routed over the links that are attached to the isolated
egress. In rMRC, such egress has more attached non-isolated
links and thus paths to choose from, compared to MRC.
An example can be seen in Fig. 1. If node 3 is the egress
node, backup trafﬁc can only be routed over link 1-3 when
using MRC (a). For rMRC, links 1-3, 6-3 and 7-3 can be
used to reach node 3 (Fig. 1b). Having more options on how
to reach this isolated egress will give a higher probability of
ﬁnding a shorter backup path.
A related hypothesis is that the lower backup path lengths of
the relaxed method lead also to an improved load distribution
in the network. If for example a path of length n between a
source and a destination is reduced to n − 1, there are one
fewer router and link to carry the trafﬁc between these nodes,
decreasing the total network load and possibly increasing the
total network utilization.
V. E VALUATION M ETHOD
There are several performance metrics commonly used in
evaluation of IP FRR schemes, including state requirements,
backup path lengths, and load distribution.
Fault-tolerant multi-topology routing requires the routers to
store additional information about the backup topologies. The
amount of state required in the routers is related to the number
of such backup topologies. An excessive amount of this state
may affect router operation, in which case generating few
topologies will be the goal. We evaluate how many backup
topologies are necessary for MRC and rMRC to guarantee
fault tolerance.
Backup path length will affect the total network load and
the end-to-end delay. The reason to evaluate the backup path
length in addition to the network load is also that the path
length evaluation is independent of the trafﬁc matrix, which
makes the results more robust.
When the failure occurs, IP FRR will immediately start
forwarding data trafﬁc over backup paths. Since the backup
paths already carry their normal trafﬁc, there is real danger of
congestion even in an otherwise well-provisioned network. We
evaluate how well fault-tolerant multi-topology routing methods can optimize their load distribution and avoid congestion
in the case of failure.
Evaluation of, e.g., state requirements of a fast reroute
scheme requires experimenting with a large number of diverse
network topologies, while load distribution optimizations are
computationally expensive. We have therefore used two evaluation methods, one for the state requirements and backup path
lengths, and one for the load distribution evaluation.

A. State Requirements and Backup Path Lengths
We have used synthetic network topologies based on the
Waxman model [22], created using the Brite generator [23],
as well as some publicly available real topologies. Families
of 100 networks of size 16–64 nodes and two or three times
as many links are tested. All link weights in the topologies
are conﬁgured to the unit weight so that the path length
calculations equal the hop count.
Algorithms for MRC (as in [9]) and rMRC (Alg. 1, Sec. III)
are used to create backup topologies with the minimum number of topologies. For example, for a given topology Alg. 1 is
run with n = 2, 3, . . ., until the ﬁrst successful execution. The
results of these runs are presented in the state requirements
analysis.
Based on the created topologies, we measure the backup
path lengths (hop count) achieved by our schemes after a node
failure. The backup path lengths are calculated for each sourcedestination pair in the network and for each node failure on
the path between them.
B. Network Load Distribution
When multi-topology fault-tolerant routing is active in the
network, the load distribution depends on three factors:
1) The link weight assignment used in the default (normal)
topology,
2) The structure of the backup topologies, (i.e., which links
and nodes are isolated in each of them),
3) The link weight assignments used in the normal links
(w(e) ≤ wmax ) of the backup topologies.
The link weights in the default topology (1) are important
since all non-affected trafﬁc is distributed according to them,
while backup topologies are used only for the trafﬁc affected
by the failure. The backup topology structure (2) dictates
which links are used in the recovery paths for each failure.
The backup topology link weight assignments (3) determine
which among the available backup paths are actually used.
The load distribution in the network (1) and (3) can be
optimized using IP link weight optimization techniques. There
are different approaches regarding the question whether IP link
weights should be optimized primarily for the load distribution
in the failure-free case or for the fast reroute phase (in which
case some of the failure-free performance may need to be
offered). This mainly depends on the network operators’ management policies. Fault-tolerant multi-topology routing allows
link weight settings in the backup topologies independent from
the default topology. This allows us to optimize the failure free
phase and improve the fast reroute load balancing.
We use ECMP forwarding to further improve the load
distribution. Since this implies existence of this mechanism
in the routers, we also use ECMP for fast reroute in cases an
alternate equal-cost path is available after failure.
1) Considered Network Topologies: For the computationally demanding load distribution optimizations, we used several realistic network topologies, such as Cost239, Geant,
LabNet, and Nobel. Among these, Geant represents an existing network while the remaining three are popular research
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Fig. 3. Cost239 topology (a) and Geant topology (b) used in the evaluation.

topologies and show how the future networks should look like
to properly support resilience mechanisms and fault management. This is reﬂected among other things in the network
connectivity, Geant being relatively sparse compared to the
others (Fig. 3).
2) Optimization Framework: Network operators often plan
and conﬁgure their network based on an estimate of the
trafﬁc demands from each ingress node to each egress node.
Clearly, the knowledge of such a demand matrix provides
the opportunity to construct the backup topologies in a way
that gives better load balancing and avoids congestion after a
failure.
In this paper we optimize the load distribution for MRC and
rMRC using the same three-step procedure:
1) The link weights in the normal topology are optimized
for the given demand matrix while only taking the failure
free situation into account.
2) For “intelligent” backup topology construction, the load
distribution in the failure free case is used to weight
the impact of each node failure on the link load in
the network. The aim is to isolate nodes that carry
a large amount of transit trafﬁc in different backup
topologies. Thus, if such a node fails, their trafﬁc is
deviated over different topologies with separate link
weights, leading to a larger optimization potential. To
that purpose, [13] describes a heuristic that sums up
the total transit trafﬁc through each node and isolates
fewer heavy-trafﬁc nodes, or more light-trafﬁc nodes,
per backup topology.
3) When the backup topologies are constructed, the normal
link weights (w(e) ≤ wmax ) of the backup topologies
are optimized to get a good load distribution after any
link or node failure.
For a clear and meaningful comparison, we take identical
backup topologies for MRC and rMRC, except for the isolated
links of MRC whose weights are relaxed to wr in rMRC as
described in Sec. III. For rMRC, only links between isolated
nodes are still isolated.
3) Trafﬁc Matrix: To evaluate the load distribution in the
network, we require the knowledge of the trafﬁc matrix. The
structure of the matrix directly inﬂuences the optimal link
weight setting. Thus, it is necessary to know the trafﬁc de-

minimize ρE
max (w0 ) = maxe∈E (ρ(e, w0 ))

(1)

The algorithm implemented by our software heuristically
searches the vector space of possible link weight vectors w0
as described in [26].
Given the backup topologies Ti (i = 1, . . . , n) with their link
weights wi and the link weight vector w0 for default topology
T0 , we now can evaluate the link utilization ρw0 (e, s, w) for
link e ∈ E in failure scenario s ∈ S, where w = (w1 , . . . , wn )
are the link weights vectors for the backup topologies. The
set S hereby denotes the set of protected network element
failure scenarios, e.g., all single link and node failures, and
does not contain the failure-free case. Note that during failure
scenario s the nodes adjacent to the failure send trafﬁc over
appropriate backup topologies according to MRC or rMRC.
Thus, ρw0 (e, s, w) is composed of the link utilization in the
individual topologies Ti where the routing follows wi . This
yields our objective function for optimization step (3) from
above:
w0 ,E,S
(w) = maxe∈E,s∈S (ρw0 (e, s, w))
minimize ρmax

(2)

subject to the condition that special link weights may not be
changed. The software again searches the space of possible
link weight vectors for backup topologies Ti where w0 for the
default topology remains ﬁxed.
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mands between all origin and destination pairs in the network.
Even for real networks, this data is generally unavailable due
to its conﬁdentiality and difﬁculties in collecting it. We chose
to synthesize the origin-destination (OD) ﬂow data by drawing
ﬂow size values from a probability distribution and matching
these values with the OD pairs according to the heuristic
described in [24]. In short, we sort the OD pairs according
to their node degree and the likelihood of one of them being
used as the backup node in the case of a single link failure.
Then, we match the sorted OD pair list with the sorted list
of ﬂow intensities generated using the gravity model, which
is suited for this purpose [25]. The generated OD matrix is
scaled so that the most loaded link in the failure-free case has
utilization of 100 %.
4) Optimization Method: The trafﬁc distribution in a network can be measured in terms of maximum link utilization
and minimized by appropriate link weight settings. To optimize the link weights we use a self-developed software based
on a simulated annealing-like principle [26]. In this paragraph,
we formalize our optimization objectives.
Link weights determine which path are used for routing in
IP networks. The trafﬁc load described in the trafﬁc matrix
is routed along these paths. We represent the link weights
for topology Ti by a vector wi with one entry for each link
(edge) e ∈ E. Given the link weight vector w0 for the default
topology T0 , we evaluate the link utilization ρ(e, w0 ) on all
links e ∈ E in the network during the failure-free case. This
yields our objective function for optimization step (1) from
above:

0
MRC

rMRC

Fig. 4. Number of backup topologies for MRC and rMRC calculated for
100 random Waxman topologies with 32 nodes and 64 links
TABLE I
N UMBER OF BACKUP TOPOLOGIES FOR SOME REAL TOPOLOGIES
Network
Abilene
German Tel.
DFN
Geant
Cost239

Nodes
11
10
13
19
11

Links
14
29
64
30
26

MRC
5
3
2
5
3

rMRC
4
3
2
4
2

VI. E VALUATION R ESULTS
A. Scalability—State Requirements
Relaxed backup topologies deﬁned and described in Sec. III
do not isolate all links. Therefore, there is more ﬂexibility
in rMRC than in MRC to decrease the number of backup
topologies. Figure 1 can be used as an illustration for this
difference. Assume that the process of isolating nodes (and
links for MRC) should continue from the topologies presented
for MRC (Fig. 1a) and rMRC (Fig. 1b). For MRC, nodes 1,
2 and 7 are not candidates to be isolated, because isolating
any of them would disconnect one or more of nodes 4, 5 and
3 from the rest of the topology. For rMRC, it is only node 1
that is excluded from the list of candidates, since its isolation
would lead to disconnection of node 4.
Figure 4 and Tab. I show the number of backup topologies
generated with the MRC and rMRC algorithms as presented
in Alg. 1. We observe that the increased ﬂexibility with rMRC
can decrease the number of topologies needed.
B. Path Lengths
Since routing in a backup topology is restricted, faulttolerant multi-topology routing will potentially give backup
paths that are longer than the optimal paths in the re-converged
network.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of path lengths for normal
failure-free routing, IP re-convergence, MRC and rMRC in
networks with 32 nodes and 64 links (different network sizes
show the same tendency). We see that the performance of less
constrained rMRC is slightly better than the performance of
MRC and close to the optimal full IP re-convergence. It is
important to remember that IP FRR gives that performance
immediately after the failure is detected, while the optimal
scheme does not yield this until the re-convergence is completed.
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Mean path lengths for different network sizes are shown
in Fig. 6. As the size of the networks increases the path
lengths also increase. Still, rMRC shows a better performance
compared to MRC. In Fig. 7, we show how the number
of backup topologies inﬂuences the backup path lengths for
MRC and rMRC in topologies with 32 nodes and 64 links.
Increasing the number of backup topologies to a few more than
the minimum achievable seems to improve the performance.
However, the improvement seems to diminish if the number
of backup topologies reaches a certain level.
C. Load Distribution
We present the load distribution for the tested networks in
form of the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF). We show results for the failure-free load balancing,
the reconverged network after a link failure (but without a
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new link-optimization process), then for rMRC and ﬁnally for
the MRC fast reroute. If, for example, a CCDF line matches
values x = 0.5 and y = 0.68, this means that 68% of the links
have load utilization of 50% or more. The results are scaled so
that the link with the highest load in the failure-free case has
unit utilization 1.00. For all distributions except the failure-free
case, the depicted values represent the maximal load, i.e., the
load a particular link has experienced after the worst-case link
failure. Note that in these simulations, we never drop trafﬁc
due to congestion. Instead, we let the utilization of some links
exceed 100%. Hence, all load values should be considered
relative.
For Cost239 (Fig. 8), with the link weights optimized for
the failure-free case, the maximum link utilization for reconverged routing is 1.73. Optimized rMRC has the maximum
link utilization of 1.50, and MRC of 2.03. Again, it is important to remember that IP FRR outperforms the re-converged
routing immediately after the failure is detected—it does not
need to wait for the routing process to converge.
The results indicate a signiﬁcantly lower fast reroute load
if rMRC is deployed rather than MRC. If we divide all links
by trafﬁc load into two equally large groups, the difference
is particularly big (up to 35 %) for the high-load half, while
MRC and rMRC behave similarly for the low-load half.
It is interesting that this signiﬁcant difference is observed
despite that in some 60 % of the cases nodes select an ECMP
alternate for the affected trafﬁc, in which case fault-tolerant
multi-topology routing is not used at all.

The difference is dramatic for the Geant network, where
the relative maximum link utilization for re-converged routing
and the optimized rMRC is almost the same and lies around
3.42, while the optimized MRC performs poorly with a ratio
of 7.76 (CCDF in Fig. 9).
Analysis of these results shows that the sparse connectivity
of Geant effectively hinders the optimization process. For
example, if the Geant point of presence in Austria should
fail (represented by node 9 in Fig. 3b), a string of EastEuropean countries (nodes 18, 0, 11, 17) is left without an
important point of attachment. All trafﬁc from these nodes
passes link 6-17 that quickly becomes fully utilized and stops
the optimization process. Furthermore, the congestion on 6-17
happens much sooner in MRC than rMRC. This is because
rMRC only isolates link 9-10 among links adjacent to node 9,
while in MRC, also 4-9 and 9-18 are isolated. When a neighbor
that has node 9 as the last hop discovers the failure, it assumes
a link failure and reroutes the trafﬁc. In MRC all this trafﬁc is
routed toward the only non-isolated link 11-9, while in rMRC
it can be rerouted also over links 4-9 and 18-9.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed relaxed Multiple Routing
Conﬁgurations (rMRC) for IP fast reroute. It is a simpliﬁcation
and enhancement of conventional MRC in the sense that
the requirements for the backup topologies are relaxed. We
explained the basic operation, the backup topology creation,
and the link weight optimization that are applicable to MRC
and rMRC. Using these algorithms, we compared the performance of the new rMRC to the one of MRC, normal IP reconvergence, and normal IP routing.
The results showed that the relaxed requirements of the
rMRC have several beneﬁts. The presented algorithm can
guarantee link and node fault tolerance with fewer backup
topologies than MRC. Furthermore, rMRC increases the connectivity of the backup topologies, so that the length of the
backup paths is shortened and the link utilization in failure
cases is lower due to improved load distribution. Therefore,
we believe that rMRC is the best multi-topology routing based
approach for IP fast reroute.
Our tests indicate that sparser networks may not always
be able to improve the load distribution using link weight
optimizations and current backup topology algorithms. As
future work, we will explore more advanced mechanisms for
backup topology creation, which we believe will together with
link weight optimizations improve the load distribution whenever possible. Furthermore, the relaxed fault-tolerant multitopology routing eases the formal reasoning and could result
in better understanding and algorithms for, e.g., multi-fault
tolerance.
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